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MTH 3850: Special Topics: Mathematical Biology

I This course was NOT Differential
Equations.

I Prerequisite: Calculus II

I Textbook: De Vries, G., et al.
(2006). A course in mathematical
biology: quantitative modeling with
mathematical and computational
methods. (Vol. 12) Siam.



Some Covered Topics

I m&m activity!
I Discrete-Time Models

B created our own difference equations to describe a changing
elephant population

B logistic growth
B cobweb analysis
B fixed points, solution plots, stability, and phase lines for one

difference equation
B fixed points, stability, and phase portraits for systems of two

difference equations



Some Covered Topics

I Continuous-Time Models

B intro to differential equations
B equilibria, phase-line analysis, stability theorem, and solution

plots for one ODE
B vector fields
B predator/prey
B interpreted equations to find biological meaning
B equilibria, stability, and nullclines for systems of two ODEs
B created our own ODEs to describe competing fish populations

and thinking about environmental factors
B bifurcation diagrams



And finally... SIR models!





After the video...

What should we include in a model that describes zombies
infecting humans?

I how fast zombies walk

I zombies biting humans

I humans killing off zombies

I location of zombie attack

I how many zombies have already been created

I can zombies rise from the dead?

I can zombies swim?
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The first zombie model:

S ′ = π − βSZ − δS
Z ′ = βSZ + ζR − αSZ
R ′ = δS + αSZ − ζR

I constructed compartmental model ourselves

I came up with equations based on compartmental diagram

I found equilibria and discussed disease-free vs endemic

I determined stability

I introduced R0, what it means, and how to find it



Other zombie models:



Student comments about zombie part of class...

I “Really interesting class, it was fun learning about zombies”

I “From the description I thought the class would be more fun
and more focused on zombies and stuff like that but it feels
like we just glanced over it.”

I But... the other half of the class was bored with zombies and
so I decided to talk about other things...
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Other “end of the semester” topics:

I more SIR-type models
involving other diseases

I sensitivity analysis

I herd immunity

I Leslie matrices

I final projects



Thank You!


